
Overview
DoorBot is a sleek, simple and powerful wireless doorbell that streams live video of a home’s front doorstep 
directly to a smartphone or tablet. The device is perfect whether home or away, enabling residents to see and 
speak with visitors at their doorstep.

DoorBot is installed in a matter of minutes and can be accessed through the free DoorBot app. It is also fully 
compatible with Lockitron, enabling users to let family and trusted friends into their home remotely. 

With its perforated brushed aluminum faceplate, DoorBot’s internal and external components are designed 
to endure the elements. Its camera captures quality video day and night and adjusts to the viewer’s exact 

doorbell wiring and will run for over a year before needing to be recharged. 

Product Specifications
• Low voltage Wi-Fi PCB that operates on internal rechargeable lithium polymer battery that lasts for over a year
• Night vision camera provides clear visuals around the clock
• Compatible with iPhone, iPad and Android devices
• Can sync with multiple smartphones and tablets
• ABS plastic housing
• Brushed aluminum faceplate
• Dimensions 5.68”h x 2.39”w x 1.30”d
• Blue LED lit ring illuminates exterior button
• Speaker and microphone
• Weather resistant outdoor camera
• Proprietary key for secure mounting
• Attaches to existing doorbell wiring for both charging and ringing of the bell
• $199 including shipping
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preference.  Equipped with efficient Wi-Fi technology, DoorBot can be wired through the home’s existing

http://www.getdoorbot.com


Original DoorBot Design
Operated on 4AA batteries for one year

 Dimensions 7.15”h x 2.90”w x 2”d

Battery only/No integration to legacy doorbells

New DoorBot Design
Operates on internal rechargeable lithium polymer 

battery that lasts for over a year

Dimensions 5.68”h x 2.39”w x 1.30”d

Can attach to existing doorbell wiring for both 
charging and ringing of the bell

ORIGINAL VS. NEW
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DoorBot
$199.00

• Built in Wi-Fi allows you to monitor your front door from anywhere
• Compatible with iPhone, iPad and Android devices
• Can sync with multiple smartphones and tablets
• Brushed aluminum faceplate
• Weather resistant
• LED lighted ring illuminates exterior button
• Night vision camera provides clear video around the clock
• Internal rechargeable lithium polymer battery that lasts for over a year

DoorBot with Lockitron
$349.00

• See who is at your front door and grant them access through the 
DoorBot app

• Lock your door from anywhere in the world using your smartphone
• Share access with trusted family and friends
• Simple and quick installation
• Fits over your current deadbolt
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DoorBot Announces Ship Date and New Feature 
Wi-Fi Enabled “Smart” Video Doorbell to Ship October 1, 2013 , Will Offer Unlimited Video Recording and Storage

NEW YORK – Sept. 20, 2013  - DoorBot , a simple yet powerful Wi-Fi enabled doorbell that streams live video of a home’s front doorstep 
directly to a smartphone or tablet, today announced that it will begin shipping DoorBot units on October 1, 2013, and will offer unlimited, free 
video recording and storage to those who order DoorBot before October 1.

This new feature will automatically record the video stream of every visitor who rings DoorBot and store it in the cloud. DoorBot owners can 
then access the footage via the DoorBot portal online or through the free DoorBot app. Users will now have a video log of every visitor they 
receive, even when they cannot answer DoorBot’s call. Those who order after October 1 can add this new video recording feature to their 
DoorBot for an additional fee.

“Thanks to the enthusiastic feedback we received from our backers, we were able make several improvements to DoorBot before 
manufacturing,” said James Siminoff, inventor of DoorBot, “We added this feature as a way to thank everyone for their input, patience and 
dedication to DoorBot.”

DoorBot, which launched on the crowdfunding site Christie Street  in December and recently passed $1 million in sales, enables residents to 
see and speak with visitors from anywhere in the world via the free mobile app. DoorBot is fully compatible with Lockitron, enabling users to 
let family and trusted friends into their home remotely. Customers can order DoorBot ($199) or a package with both DoorBot and Lockitron 
($349) at www.getdoorbot.com .

Features include:
• Quick & easy DIY installation  (including  mounting  level,  screwdriver  and screws).

 • Ability  to  attach to existing  doorbell  wiring  for both charging  and ringing  of bell.
• Operable  on  an  internal  rechargeable  lithium  polymer  battery  for one year.
• Secure faceplate  and mounting  elements  to ensure the device  is not easily

 
stolen.

• Weather resistant: built  to withstand  humidity,  rain, sleet,  snow, ice and extreme
 

heat.
 • Night  vision  camera provides  clear  video  day and night.

• Compatible with  iPhone,  iPad and Android  devices.  

About DoorBot
DoorBot is a simple yet powerful Wi-Fi enabled doorbell that streams live video of a home’s front doorstep directly to a smartphone or tablet. 
DoorBot enables residents to not only see who is at their door, but also chat with them, so as to never miss a visitor. DoorBot is priced at 
$199 or can be purchased with Lockitron (regularly $179) for $349. For more information visit: www.getdoorbot.com . 
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DoorBot Announces Updates at PSFK’s Future of Home Living Experience 
DoorBot, The Wi-Fi Enabled “Smart” Video Doorbell, Streams Live Video of Front Doorstep Directly to Mobile App

NEW YORK – July 23, 2013  - DoorBot, a simple yet powerful wireless doorbell that streams live video of a home’s front doorstep directly 
to a smartphone or tablet, announced several new features to the device at last night’s launch event for PSFK’s Future of Home Living 
Experience! 

DoorBot, which enables residents to see and speak with visitors via the free app, has undergone recent improvements.  

New features include:
• Quick  &  easy  DIY installation  (including  mounting  level,  screwdriver  and screws). 
• Ability  to  attach to existing  doorbell  wiring  for both charging and ringing  of bell.
• Operable  on an internal rechargeable  lithium  polymer  battery  for one year.
• Secure  faceplate  and mounting  elements  to ensure the device  is not easily  stolen.
• Weather  resistant:  built  to withstand  humidity , rain, sleet,  snow, ice and extreme

 
heat. • Nightvision  camera  provides  clear  video  day and night.

•            Compatible  with  iPhone,  iPad and Android devices. 

DoorBot is installed in a matter of minutes and can be accessed thr ough the free DoorBot app. With its perforated brushed aluminum 
faceplate, DoorBot’s internal and external components are designed to endure the elements. It’s camera captures quality video day and night 
and adjusts to the viewer’s exact preference. DoorBot is also fully compatible with Lockitron, enabling users to let family and trusted friends 
into their home remotely.  

“DoorBot is what the modern doorbell should be. Smartphones and tablets are all around us—it only makes sense to be able to answer your 
door with them,” said James Siminoff, inventor of DoorBot. “We have put a lot of work into making DoorBot the world’s greatest doorbell.” 

About DoorBot
DoorBot is a simple yet powerful Wi-Fi enabled doorbell that streams live video of a home’s front doorstep directly to a smartphone or tablet. 
DoorBot enables residents to not only see who is at their door, but also chat with them, so as to never miss a visitor. DoorBot is priced at 
$199 or can be purchased with Lockitron (regularly $179) for $349. For more information visit: www.getdoorbot.com. 
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